Under the Obama administration, United States health care may be poised for fundamental structural changes resulting in more insured Americans while controlling health care costs. Artificial intelligence (AI), telemedicine, and robotics will likely play a significant role in future United States health care. For example, these technologies could allow a relatively fixed number of physicians to provide health care to more patients.

Although the Obama administration has placed a great emphasis on health information technology (HIT), federal funding for HIT formally began with the final budget of the George W. Bush administration, which included the Distance Learning, Telemedicine, and Broadband Program. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 represents the current administration’s largest effort to promote additional progress. The Act established the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, and appropriated billions of dollars for the development of an electronic health record infrastructure. Although the federal government has yet to significantly invest in medical robotics, the National Institutes of Health does maintain a medical robotics program. Advancements in these HIT systems are intended to address the needs of both patients and physicians.

Physicians need access to specific patient diagnostic and therapeutic information; and ideally this information should be available to the physician at the point of patient contact, probably in the form of electronic health records and medical references for physicians, so that health care can be planned and implemented in a timely fashion. AI could help physicians effectively process electronic health records, for instance by implementing clinical guidelines and by monitoring drug interactions.

Patient access to physicians can be limited by financial considerations and physician specialty. Financial considerations are important, but physician specialty access is also important, because most physicians become narrowly specialized over their career to manage certain disease states. Telemedicine is already ameliorating this problem. Telemedicine is the remote diagnosis and treatment of patients by means of telecommunications technology, and President Obama supports expanding the telemedicine infrastructure. The current telemedicine
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infrastructure is largely uncoordinated. The HIT programs could be used efficiently in the telemedicine context. The creation of a national electronic health record database would allow for a greater expansion of telemedicine by establishing consistent protocols.20

One example of telemedicine is rapid response to stroke,17 which is a medical emergency potentially treatable by thrombolytic (i.e., “clot buster” medication) or other interventions, if applied in a timely fashion.18 However, the diagnosis and treatment of stroke requires clinical skills that may not be available in rural areas and small communities,19 despite being the standard of care for neurology specialists for more than a decade.20

Enter telestroke, which is a subcategory of telemedicine, to extend the distribution of stroke care.21 Since the late 1990s, Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) (in conjunction with Brigham and Women’s Hospital) has been developing the Partners TeleStroke network to provide patients in communities advanced stroke care options.22 Similar networks are currently being organized around the country.23

The 2009 review article by Demaerschalk and the STARR Conivestigators describes telestroke.24 In the ideal situation, telestroke refers to live two-way audiovisual telecommunication using a package of hardware and software to facilitate diagnosis and treatment of acute stroke.25 Studies have shown that “remote examinations” of acute stroke patients are excellent.26 In the hub-and-spoke model of telestroke, the patient’s information (CT head, examination, blood work, etc.) is transmitted to the hub (i.e., primary stroke center) from the spoke (i.e., treating hospital) and there is collaboration between the hub and spoke centers to implement optimal evidence-based stroke care for the acute stroke patient.27 More acute stroke patients would be treated with this potentially effective thrombolytic therapy if there was a neurologist to provide telemedicine consultation.28 Physicians practicing without neurology and stroke team support are reluctant to perform thrombolysis because the treatment can cause hemorrhage into the head, leading to greater disability and even death.29

The telemedicine system developed for acute care management is also being adapted for chronic care conditions,30 which enable patients greater access to physicians matching their specific healthcare needs and may increase the likelihood that clinical practice guidelines will be followed for more patients.31

Robots are another technology that is becoming common place in surgery.32 Surgery robots, such as the da Vinci Surgical System,33 allow a surgeon to operate remotely. Detailed treatment of robots must await another article.

The HIT systems raise interesting legal questions. For example, where is the physician practicing medicine? Where the physician is located? Where the patient is located? United States nongovernment physicians are licensed through state medical boards to practice medicine only in the licensing state.34 Some states would require the physician to have a full medical license where the physician is located; others would also require the physician to have a full license where the patient is located; and still others would only require the physician to have a telemedicine license where the patient is located, to name some licensing options, which has obvious implications for licensing and medical malpractice jurisdiction issues.35 These fundamental issues need resolution, although some health-care professionals think the issues are already resolved.36 A full discussion of these issues is outside the scope of this article.

Chronic care in telemedicine will create an avalanche of digital information under President Obama’s electronic health record initiative.27 The statute of limitations on medical liability is often two years, so records will need to be kept at least that long; however, most physicians keep records for as long as they are treating a patient, which may be many years and visits. And, what about patient modesty issues for recording some examination components?38

Remote robotic surgery has been termed cybersurgery, and with it comes many of the same licensing and record keeping issues that all telemedicine will have in the electronic health record era.39 Medical device, and presumably telecommunications, companies will become parties to medical-related negligence lawsuits.40

Another concern is the patient-physician relationship. As in many professions, there is an old teaching that physician success is based on affability, availability, and ability, in order of importance. Telemedicine and other AI and robotic advances—like improved medication mixers, patient simulators, and drug interaction information systems—will increase physician availability and ability to provide high quality health care. However, these advances may reduce physician’s perceived affability, with significant implications for the patient-physician relationship, and further implications for medical malpractice liability exposure.41
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